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IMAGE PROCESSING
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PART-A
(Maximum marks: l0) Marks

I. Answer all questions in one or fwo sentences. Each question carries 2 marks'

1. Define JDF.

2. Give two examples for imposition software'

3. Tell about the term 'Highligltt area''

4. Mention any two features of elliptical dot'

5. Identify any two Pre press components'

PART - B
(Maximum Marks : 30)

il Answer any five of the following questions . Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Different Highlight area and Shadow area'

2. Explain the features of Drum scanner'

3. Draw and explain the 'moire' effect and 'Choke''

4. Explain BitmaP images-

5. Briefly explain types of Trapping'

-6-Wiite 
a note on types onlfn{Et printers'

7. Justiff the importance of OK./PASS sheet in Printing industry' [5x6:30]

PART. C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks)

UNIT I

m (a) Explain in detail about Types of images' Q)

(b) Discuss about the Areas of a continuous tone print' (8)

Reg.No.
Signature.

(5x2:10)
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IV

OR

Describe the following:-

(a) Copy Editing

(b) Proofing

(c) Proofreading

UNIT- II

Describe the advantages and applications of imposition software.

Differentiate Vector and Bitnap image.

OR

vIII (a) Explain the need for screening process in printing process.

(b) write about the types of digital screening process in detail.

UNIT _ IV
IX Write a note on following file format-

(a) PSD (b) CRD (c) Doc (d)ppr (e) Zrp

OR

(1 5)

VI

(8)

(7)

v (a)

(b)

(8)

(7)

vII (a)

(b)

OR

Explain in detail about any three Application software which are used in printing

Industry. (15)

UNIT- III

Compare AM screening and FM screening.

Explain the role of Trapping in Print image quality.

(s)

(10)

(l 5)

Write a note on (a) XML

(d) JPG

(b) HTML (c) EPS

(e) PDF

**** *** ** * **

(1 s)
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